
June 2, 2020 

 

 

Dear 2020-2021 Genetics students,  

 

I am excited to be teaching you all Genetics in September.  As I look through the roster, I know we will have a 

great year! 

  

Unlike Honors first-year Biology and AP or Human Biology, Genetics is a different type of course.  The 

emphasis is less on "coverage of material" and more on current biological and ethical issues, laboratory 

technique, and utilization of technology.  Although there is not a dedicated "lab" period, we will be doing plenty 

of labs.  As the year progresses, it will become more student-centered, giving you the opportunity to set-up and 

utilize the technology yourselves.  Please scroll down to p.2 of this letter for our expected course outline and 

RCBC CAP information. 

 

That said, the Genetics curriculum is designed for the 3rd year Biology student.  As such, it is assumed you 

have already had both first year Biology and either AP Biology or Human Biology.  The purpose of the attached 

summer assignment packet is for you to review major biological concepts needed in Genetics (cell cycle and 

division, making gametes, replication of DNA, and protein synthesis).  If you never understood these concepts, 

it would be a good time to get caught up.  If you need my help, I am available this summer.  Email me at 

ldeblieu@lrhsd.org and we can arrange a time to meet at Cherokee (if possible) or online (Google Meet).  

Please print it out and complete it.  I will be collecting it on the first day of school in September. 

  

Also, I suggest that you purchase the following paperback book so you have it for use in September: 

  

Genome: The Autobiography of a Species in 23 Chapters 

by Matt Ridley 

ISBN# 978-0060894085 

  

You can beg one from a former Genetics student, or purchase one from Amazon (used are cheap) 
https://www.amazon.com/Genome-Autobiography-Species-23-
Chapters/dp/0060894083/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=Genome&qid=1590887369&s=books&sr=1-2 

 

We will be reading this book chapter by chapter, followed by class discussions, throughout much of the year.  If 

purchasing Genome poses a problem for you, please send me an email as soon as possible.  There is an online 

version, but most students prefer to have their own hard copy. 

  

Although this looks ahead to September, I want to stress that you should try to end this year on a good note in 

your present classes.  Do your best (always) and finish strong! 

   

Have a great summer!!! 

  

 

Mrs. DeBlieu 

ldeblieu@lrhsd.org 

 

 

PS.  If you have decided NOT to take Genetics next year, please email me to let me know.   

Thank you! 
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Honors Genetics: Mrs. Leanne DeBlieu - extension 2222 

Email - ldeblieu@lrhsd.org 

 

Grades: Total points earned    x 100   No hidden grades.   

         Total points available  Students should check Genesis for updates. 

 

 

Course Design 
 

Seminar Research/Presentations – model organisms in genetics, careers in genetics,  

famous geneticists, pick a chromosome, genetic disorders 

 

Socratic Seminar/Bioethics Exploration/Paper – student-lead discussions on Genome: An  

Autobiography of a Species in 23 Chapters. 

 

Biotechnology  - micropipetting – accuracy stressed, expected, and necessary 

   - gel electrophoresis: loading, staining, evaluating DNA bands 

   - genetics of model organisms: C. elegans (nematodes), E. coli (bacteria),  

    Z. mays (corn), S. cerevisiae (yeast) as well as several viruses. 

   - cancer cell and onion root tip slide production and microscopy 

   - detection of cancer, cholesterol, sex-linked, alcohol, PTC & mtDNA genes 

   - testing impact of UV light on DNA damage and repair  

   - DNA extracting from human cheek and hair cells 

- DNA splicing/modifying using restriction enzymes 

   - DNA amplification - Polymerase Chain Reaction using a thermal cycler 

   - DNA microarrays – testing and evaluating results 

   - ELISA – testing for simulated viral antibodies (HIV, SARS-CoV-2) 

   - Southern Blot – detection of the sickle cell gene 

 

Concepts Taught - cell division, cell cycle regulation, and apoptosis (cell death) 

   - cancer caused by tumor-suppressor gene mutations and oncogenes 

   - “Central Dogma” and how DNA mutation affects protein production 

   - telomere length as it relates to cell lifespan 

   - gamete formation and the genetic implications of mutations/disease 

   - probability using Chi-square, binomial expansion, test crosses, epistasis 

   - data analysis using a standard curve (to determine number of base pairs) 

   - pedigree chart, karyotype, BLAST creation and evaluation 

   - gene manipulation (cloning processes, CRISPR, GMO) uses and caveats 

   - mtDNA (mitochondrial) - the Romanov mystery, tracing human ancestry 

    

RCBC CAP –  this course is eligible for 3 Rowan College of Burlington County credits. 

- $150 for each 3 credit course; $100 if qualify for free/reduced lunch program 

- Contact the colleges you are considering for their policy on accepting CAP 

credits (to replace classes or put you ahead in credits for scheduling, etc.) 

- Scholarships available (can apply if eligible for free/reduced lunch) 
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